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Abstract. At J-PARC, there are two experimental programs, E15 and E27, to search
for the simplest kaonic bound nuclear state in KNN system. These two experiments
were proposed based preceding experiments reporting candidates of such state, although
the experimental results are not quite consistent to each other. These two experimental
programs utilizing diﬀerent reaction channels, 3 He(K − , n) reaction by K − momentum at
1 GeV/c for E15, and d(π+ , K + ) reaction by π+ momentum at 1.7 GeV/c for E27, to
resolve this puzzling situation. In this paper, we overview these two experimental results
as ﬂat as possible.

1 Introduction
The KN interaction is known to be strongly attractive from low-energy scattering data [1] and X-ray
spectroscopy of kaonic atoms [2]. On the other hand, there exist a well known pole, Λ(1405), slightly
below the KN mass threshold. This Λ(1405) resonance is known that it is very diﬃcult to be treated
as a simple excited state of Λ hyperon, and it is widely accepted that the Λ(1405) is K − p bound state /
penta-quark like structure or couple to these states. If that is true, the natural extension is that the kaon
will form a nuclear bound state, helped by the existence of the Λ(1405). Accordingly, such states
are predicted and a high density matter formation, exceeding the normal nuclear density, is expected
in such states [3]. Therefore, observation of a kaonic nuclear bound state would provide deﬁnitive
information on tthe nature of Λ(1405), and nuclear physics at very high density.
Both theoretical and experimental studies have been made in the last decade for the simplest
kaonic nuclear state KNN. However, the results do not seem to be consistent each other. Theoretically, all calculations predict the existence of a bound state, but the predicted KNN pole positions
are scattered depending on KN interaction models. For the energy-independent model, the binding
energy is reaching up to 50 ∼ 100 MeV, while in energy-dependent case, it becomes weaker to be
10 ∼ 30 MeV. The widths are also widely scattered over 30 ∼ 110 MeV. Experimentally, there are
few positive reports on peak structure observations as for the candidate at ∼100 MeV below KNN
threshold. The ﬁrst report from FINUDA group showing a peak structure in the back-to-back Λp
invariant mass spectra via the stopped kaon reaction on 6 Li, 7 Li, and 12 C targets [4], having binding
energy (B.E.) ∼ 115 MeV, and a width (Γ) ∼ 70 MeV. The DISTO group conducted a pp collision
experiment. observed KNN candidate at B.E. ∼ 100 MeV, having Γ ∼ 120 MeV/c2 [5]. Conversely,
no signiﬁcant structure was observed in a SPring-8/LEPS γ induced inclusive experiment [6] or in a
proton-proton interaction by the HADES/GSI collaboration [7].
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In these experimental spectra, the most signiﬁcant structure was found in DISTO. They examined
< K −pp > formation using pp → K + < K −pp > reaction at T p = 2.85 GeV. The momentum transfers
qK to < K −pp > system, viewed from pp rest-frame (CM-frame), are as low as ∼300 and ∼430 MeV/c
at B.E. ∼0 and ∼100 MeV, respectively. The low qK will enhance the K − sticking probability to
pp system, helped by the Λ(1405) pole just below the K − p mass threshold. If the decay branch,
< K −pp >→ Λp, is relatively large, then the signal observation through K + Λp ﬁnal state, by the Λp
invariant mass (or K + missing mass).
There are, however, many concerns in DISTO result. Their pp collision energy is just above the
production threshold of N ∗ , which decay strongly to K + Λ (such as N ∗ (1710)). In the reaction near
the formation threshold, such N ∗ s are nearly at-rest in the CM-frame, so it is rather natural to have
kinematical structure in the invariant mass spectrum of Λp (or the missing mass of K + ), in the chain
reaction of pp → N ∗+ p → K + Λp, even without K − pp resonance of pp → K + < K −pp >→ K + Λp.
The Λp invariant mass peak stand just on the Σπp mass threshold having no threshold eﬀect, which
indicates that the state do not couple to the Σπp channel. This is rather strange, because < K −pp >
should strongly couples with Λ(1405)-p, and the major decay channel of Λ(1405) is Σπ. The spectrum
is also insensitive to the K − pp mass threshold, while it is more natural to have non-resonant process
above the threshold (quasi-free K − pp formation), because the reaction chain of pp → K + K − pp (or
K + Y (∗) p) → K + Λp could happen at relatively low momenta of those particles in CM-frame. And
ﬁnally, in contrast to the DISTO result, no peak structure found in same pp collision at diﬀerent
kinetic energy T p = 3.5 GeV by HADES. The qK is ∼550 and ∼650 MeV/c viewed from CM-frame
at B.E. ∼0 and ∼100 MeV, respectively. The transfer of ∼ 650 MeV/c is rather large to form a bound
state eﬃciently, but it would be still sizable if the B.E. of < K −pp > is as large as ∼ 100 MeV in
comparison with that of ∼ 430 MeV/c at DISTO.

2 Kaonic nuclear state search at J-PARC
To clarify the situation, two experimental groups, E15 and E27, conducted experiments at J-PARC
searching for KNN bound state. J-PARC E15 and E27 utilizing diﬀerent reaction channels. The E15
is utilizing 3 He(K − , n)X reaction at K − momentum of 1 GeV/c, while the E27 is utilizing d(π+ , K + )X
reaction at π+ momentum of 1.69 GeV/c. E27 is conducted in 2012 earlier than E15, because high
intensity π+ beam of 1.69 GeV/c can be easily obtained at K1.8 beam line at J-PARC. E15 was
assigned as Day-One-Experiment at J-PARC, but the ﬁrst run (E151st. ) was executed only in 2013,
since it requires high intensity kaon beam.
2.1 J-PARC E27

The E27 was conducted to examine the striking result of DISTO, that the < K −pp > could be bound
as astonishingly strong as ∼ 100 MeV, having large cross section, and having a relatively large decay
branch to Λp [8]. The ss-pair is produced at the reaction as it is like in pp collision, but the kinematics
is much diﬀerent. In the π+ d → K + K − pp (or K + X) reaction, the two proton in X =< K −pp > come
from the deuteron target, so the qK to the < K −pp > system should be calculated in the deuteron restframe (Lab.-frame). The diﬀerence of the kinematics makes energy dependence to the qK opposite,
namely 730 MeV/c for B.E. = 0, and 570 MeV/c for B.E. = 100 MeV. Thus, E27 is kinematically
more like HADES rather than DISTO.
In E27, forward K + from d(π+ , K + )X reaction is identiﬁed and momentum analyzed by SKS, a
large acceptance (∼ 100 msr) superconducting spectrometer covering from 0.8 to 1.3 GeV/c in K +
momentum, and from 2 to 16 degree in angle in the Lab.-frame. To detect decay protons from X for
p p > 250 MeV/c, E27 equipped 6 sets of range counter arrays (RCA) as shown in ﬁgure 1.
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Figure 1. The proton RCA is made of ﬁve layers of plastic
scintillation counters of about 12 g/cm2 in total
(1 + 2 + 2 + 5 + 2 cm in thickness). Three sets of the range
counters are placed in the horizontal plane both left and right side,
viewed from incident π+ beam.
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In ﬁgure 2, the K + missing mass spectra are shown. Fig. 2 (left) is the spectrum for inclusive
d(π+ , K + )X reaction. As it is naturally expected, d(π+ , K + )X reaction is sensitive to the K + Y (∗) p
formation. In fact, quasi-free hyperon formations are clearly seen as K + Λp and K + ΣN ﬁnal states
below ∼2.2 GeV/c2 . It also shows that the yields associated with additional pions, channel open at
∼2.2 and ∼2.27 GeV/c2 , are relatively week, when one require the forward K + formation as it is
the case in E27. Fig. 2 (right) is that for one proton-tagged event in RCA. In the spectrum, K + Λp
channel is suppressed as shown in the ﬁgure, while K + ΣN channel still remains especially near the
ΣN threshold. The rest of K + ΣN channel is also tagged more eﬃciently than K + ΛN, helped by the
energy transfer to the spectator nucleon, in the successive ΣN → ΛN conversion.

K+ missing mass [GeV/c 2]

K+ missing mass [GeV/c 2]

Figure 2. Left) A K + missing mass M(X) spectrum for the inclusive d(π+ , K + )X reaction. Threshold energy for
several related channels, where each channel open energetically, are plotted in dashed lines. Right) A subset of
the same inclusive spectrum, in which at least one proton hits in one of RCA.

The other diﬀerence is the spectral strength in the energy region from M(πΛp) to M(K − pp). To
understand the diﬀerence, missing mass analysis was applied for d(π+ , K + pp)Y to the two proton
identiﬁed events on RCA. If K + Λp is the ﬁnal state of π+ d reaction, then the missing mass analysis
of the d(π+ , K + pp)Y kinematics should yield that Y = π. If the ﬁnal state is K + Σ0 p, then the analysis
gives that Y = πγ. Thus, one can specify the ﬁnal state of the reaction using kinematics, although
the statistics of the pp-coincidence events is drastically reduced due to the limited RCA solid angle.
One should also be careful to the kinematical deformation due to the RCA coverage both in angle and
energy threshold.
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Figure 3. The K + missing mass spectrum of d(π+ , K + )X reaction for K + Λp ﬁnal state (left), and that for K + Σ0 p
ﬁnal state (right),

Fig. 3 shows the K + missing mass spectra for K + Λp ﬁnal state (left) and that for K + Σ0 p ﬁnal
state (right). In Fig. 3 (left), there is a structure from M(ΣN) up to M(πΛN), which was interpreted
that the structure is formed due to the ΣN-cusp and ΣN → ΛN conversion. In Fig. 3 (right), there
is a wide event distribution above M(πΛN), which extended smoothly even beyond the M(K − pp)
threshold. This broad structure in both spectra were ﬁtted by a Breit-Wigner formula in the energy
region indicated by the solid curve. The result of the peak position and the width are roughly consistent
with DISTO, which gives extremely deep binding energy of about 100 MeV. On the other hand, all
the concerns to the DISTO result would remain as they were. There would be another concern, why
π+ d reaction is sensitive to ΣN-cusp and ΣN → ΛN conversion, while it is not in pp collision.
2.2 J-PARC E15

As for the other attempt to for < K −pp > much more deﬁnitively, E15 experiment on the K − + 3 He
reaction is underway at J-PARC in a stepwise manner. The experimental approach of E15 is much
diﬀerent from other experimental researches. Firstly, the strangeness is introduced as a K − beam at
1 GeV/c, where the KN elastic cross sections are quite large (e.g. n(K − , n)K − ∼ 5 mb @ 1 GeV/c).
Therefore, elastic 3 He(K − , n)X reaction channel, a neutron knockout reaction, is dominant. In this
reaction, the qK to < K −pp > system, viewed from spectator protons’ rest-frame (Lab.-frame) in
K − 3 He → n + K − pp, is as small as 230 MeV/c for B.E. = 0, and it is still 330 MeV/c even for B.E.
= 100 MeV. The qK is smaller by about 100 MeV/c than those in DISTO. Thus, one can expect even
more eﬃcient formation of the < K −pp > system in E15 than DISTO. The experimental setup is consist
from three components; forward neutron counter array (NC), forward proton spectrometer using beam
sweeping magnet, and cylindrical detector system (CDS) surrounding the liquid 3 He target. In the E15
kinematics, < K −pp > system is formed almost at-rest (as it is described, 230 MeV/c backward at B.E.
= 0), so the decay products can be eﬃciently detected by the CDS [9]. Another remarkable point in
this reaction is that it is naturally insensitive to the production and the decay of N ∗ → K + Λ, because
of the Q-value.
The ﬁrst paper was published on the semi-inclusive neutron spectrum 3 He(K − , n)X in the forward
direction [10]. The missing mass spectrum of the neutron is shown in Fig. 4. As it is expected, kaon
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Figure 4. The semi-inclusive neutron spectrum of the
3
He(K − , n)X reaction in the forward direction. To
identify the kaon reaction point, one charged particle
track is requested in CDS. In the semi-inclusive
spectrum, a long tail is observed below M(K pp)
threshold. To show pure kaon quasi-elastic scattering
0
process, K − “p” → K n, out from the inclusive
0
reactions, K s tagged spectrum is shown as inset. The
quasi-elastic channel start right on the M(K pp)
threshold, having a width caused by the Fermi-motion
of the incident proton in the nucleus.

quasi-elastic channel is clearly seen at around 2.4 GeV/c2 . In spite of the lower qK to < K −pp > system,
no signiﬁcant peak structure is observed around M(πΣp) energy region, as it is the case in DISTO or
E27. Instead, there is a long tail below M(K pp) threshold, extended to M(πΣp) beyond M(Λ(1405)p)
threshold. This tail cannot be explained by a simple extrapolation from the high excitation continuum
(large missing mass region), as shown in the ﬁgure. This indicate that there is a strong attractive
interaction between KN, since such a long tail (∼ 100 MeV) is very diﬃcult to be formed simply by
the imaginary part of the KN interaction. In contrast to E27 spectrum given in Fig. 2 (left), no strong
yield is observed near the M(Λp) nor M(ΣN), which indicating that the kaon two-nucleon-absorption
process (2NA) is rather weak at pK = 1 GeV/c.
The second paper from E15 is focused on the Λpn ﬁnal state [11]. Since < K −pp > system is produced almost at-rest, the decay process to Λp can be studied only by CDS information without using
NC for forward neutron. By Λp 4-momenta, one can reconstruct reaction if the event can be kinematically identiﬁed as 3 He(K − , Λp)n by the missing mass. Fig. 5 (left) shows the Λp invariant mass
M( (1405)+p)
M( + +N)
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Figure 5. Left) The Λp invariant mass spectrum for 3 He(K − , Λp)n events of the E151st. data without selecting
neutron emission angle. The spectrum was ﬁtted with single pole together with the multi-nucleon absorption
processes represented by #n-body phase space. Right) Same spectra with 30 times more data using E152nd. data.
The peak structure is observed in forward neutron emission events (cos θnCM > 0.75), while very smooth spectrum
is observed in large-angle neutron emission events (0 < cos θnCM < 0.75 region scaled by ∼ 1/2).
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spectrum for 3 He(K − , Λp)n events of the E151st. data. Two spectra, given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 (left),
are observing essentially same quasi-elastic kaon scattering reaction, except for the two diﬀerences.
One is the ﬁnal state selection, another is the emission angle of the neutron. Fig. 4 is semi-inclusive
by limiting neutron emission angle to be zero by NC, while Fig. 5 is selective to Λpn ﬁnal state without limiting emission angle, however, the spectral diﬀerence is quite clear. Although the statistics in
Fig. 5 (left) is quite limited, it is clear that the structure near the M(K pp) threshold observed in Fig. 5
(left) cannot be explained by the simple quasi-elastic kaon scattering like in Fig. 4. Thus, a simplest

2

pole existence is assumed in [11], together with the Gaussian form factor of exp −q2 /2Q2  , where
K

K

qK is the qK to < K −pp > system and QK is the ﬁtting parameter. The ﬁt result was ∼ 15 MeV for B.E,
width of ∼ 100 MeV, and QK ∼ 400 MeV/c.
To understand the observed peak structure in more detail, E152nd. run was conducted in 2015,
succeeding in accumulating ∼ 30 time more data on Λpn ﬁnal state, as shown in Fig. 5 (right). In the
high statistics spectra, internal structure near the M(K pp) become very clear, both below and above
the M(K pp). In the E151st. run, the contribution of quasi-elastic kaon reaction above the M(K pp)
is assumed to be small because of the ﬁnal state. However, in comparison with Fig. 4, it is clear
that the non-resonant nuclear absorption can happen even above the M(K pp) threshold in the high
statistics data of E152nd. . The peak structure sandwiched in between M(πΣN) and M(K pp) (kaon
bound region) is well understood if there exist a kaonic nuclear bound state. The sudden drop oﬀ
of yield at M(πΣN) is consistent that the < K −pp > couples strongly to Λ(1405)-p, and decay to
πΣN channel. In this region, free Λ(1405) could not contribute by deﬁnition. The knockout nucleon
exceeds M(K pp) threshold energy, only when Λ(1405) forms a bound state with the other spectator
proton nearby, and decay to a Λp pair. Fig. 5 (right) also showing that two structures near the M(K pp)
threshold are formed only associated with forward neutron emission cos θnCM > 0.75, where qK is
small (QK ∼ 400 MeV/c). This is consistent that present peak structures are observed only in E15
experiment, in which lowest qK of ∼ 230 MeV/c is achieved.
E15 group is analyzing the data in detail, to check if the above interpretation has any further
concern. In that analysis, the pole position, width and the qK dependence, must be revisited again,
because the simple single-pole assumption in [11] is not valid any more.
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